authors to suggest promising strategies for enhanced forecasting.
I totally agree with their conclusion that automatic correction procedures may not work for motivational reasons. If used as mechanisms to correct unnecessary/excessive/reactionary adjustments, such procedures are likely to backfire, with the forecasters gameplaying to 'correct for corrections'. Keeping in mind that judgmental adjustments are typically made under implicit organizational and political expectations and constraints, I believe that the use of such automatic procedures will inevitably have peripheral effects on the participants' understanding of and commitment to the forecasting and decision making processes.
I found it quite surprising that the forecasters in the companies studied were not knowledgeable about the statistical aspects of forecasting. With no knowledge of alternative forecasting methods and error tracking, how could they be expected to fully understand and rely on the reasoning behind the "system forecasts"? In other words, how could they NOT adjust the given forecasts? Periodic training and feedback are prerequisites to making the best use of the data, in addition to avoiding biases like overconfidence and wishful thinking, and this research once again stresses their added value for such companies.
Given our previous work on the effectiveness of explanations in increasing the acceptance of provided forecasts (Gönül,Önkal & Lawrence, 2006) , I found it promising to read that the systems studied in the paper had 'notes' facilities. Once again, I agree with the authors' suggestions on effectively using such explanation mechanisms to convey the reasons behind adjustments, and to expand the information flow in forecasting processes.
Improving decision-making performances in organizations relies in part on designing structured interventions (Venkatesh, Speier, & Morris, 2002) , and this gains a special importance for applications of such work in supply chain technologies (Venkatesh, 2006) . I believe that the authors successfully pinpoint the main issues for effectively designing such interventions in forecasting systems. Hence, I expect their results to have a profound impact on the proficient design and implementation of forecast support technologies. This will be especially important given the rising role of collaborative forecasting in efforts to improve efficiency and competitiveness (Aviv, 2001; Helms, Ettkin & Chapman, 2000) . This paper will provide a basis for future work on the multi-organizational aspects of judgmental adjustments to forecasts, and forecast-sharing technologies taking a proactive role in the decision making process overall.
Congratulations again to the authors for bringing this issue to the foreground.
